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How would one describe NY Hip-Hop MC Tommy Danger, The Now & Laterman? 

  

Harlem born Hip-Hop MC with a strong character and Now & Later flavor CD’s to represent his
unique entertaining presence. You describe him as a hip-hop MC of different flavors and styles.
Pineapple Flavor Volume 8 is one of the hottest Now & Laterman series to date.   

  

Hip-Hop MC Tommy Danger master’s hot lyrics with an east coast swagger only a true hip-hop
connoisseur can do. Let’s not take away from the classic banging sounds and special
appearances from the next ones to follow, the crew of Tommy Danger Music Group. 

  

Fans wonder where hip-hop has gone; well look no further as Hip Hop MC Tommy Danger
takes us back “to more than rap, with a style at that”. With a market now dominated by the
southern sounds Tommy Danger brings it back for the North with story telling and braggadocios
lines without gunplay.

  

Hip Hop MC Tommy Danger is not a newcomer to hip-hop, he’s a self-made Superstar as he
drops flavor after flavor. He’s consistently released the Now & Laterman series Volumes 1
through 8 leaving fans wanting more. His Latest release Mystery Flavor reached an
overwhelming amount of video plays and downloads to the hit “Now & later with me” and the
hood favorite “Gang Bang” which features in “The Greatest of The Great”. Fans all over are
singing and grooving along to the smooth sounds in “Good Times” on “Cherry Flavor Volume 6”
featuring Charlie Brown. The demand was so crazy we had to deliver a video making it one of
the highest downloads thus far. Then it get’s ugly in the “Mizchif freestyle” video.

  

Harlem is the place to showcase the hottest styles and trend setting. With no one holding it
down, Hip Hop MC Tommy Danger has come to set his mark.

  

Listen out for Gee Que, who has one of the longest running Public Access Hip Hop shows
called “Freak it with the fellas”, coming through for Harlem’s East Coast. Also, listen out for the
crew, Easy representing Staten Island and Charlie Brown straight out of Philadelphia. A female
voice not to be taking light is none other than Grace Brown hosting this Mixtape Opus.
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More information http://www.tommydanger.net

  

And visit Tommy Danger at http://www.myspace.com/tommydangernowandlaterman
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